
BLUE ANT MEDIA - ORIGINAL PROGRAMS - BY 2019/2020
Title Service Season Duration (hours) Synopisis People With Disabilities Indigenous Peoples Visible Minorities

Age of Samurai Smithsonian 1 6 The kingdoms of feudal Japan are at war when several 
powerful warlords fight to become absolute ruler. Yes

Arctic Secrets BBC Earth 1-2 8

Arctic Secrets brings viewers unique and intimate images of 
the North’s most iconic wildlife & indeginious people: polar 
bears, muskoxen, caribou, bowhead and beluga whales, 

revealing how they’re adapting to a rapidly changing 
environment.

Yes

BBQ Crawl Makeful 3 6.5

It's a messy job but, as the saying goes, someone has to do 
it. And in "BBQ Crawl," that someone is Danielle Dimovski, a 
barbecue champion from Canada who takes a smoky road 
trip through the Southern U.S. to reveal America's grilling 
roots. Along the way, she aims to win a few titles on the 

barbecue circuit and stops at every fiery-food joint to 
experience the best finger-lickin' chicken, ribs, pork and 

brisket. Dimovski -- who goes by "Diva Q" on the circuit -- has 
won many grand championships and more than 100 national 

and international barbecue awards.

Yes

Best Cake Wins Makeful 1 5

Top Bakers Adjoa and Lindsay are tasked with creating one-
of-a-kind wonder cakes for blowout birthday bashes. From 
Hockey cakes with light-up scoreboards to skateboarding 

skeletons, these cakes are as unique as the people blowing 
out the candles.

Yes

Blown Away Makeful 1 10

Ten talented glassblowers use old photographs from their 
past for inspiration when they are challenged to create a 

work of art that reveals a snapshot of who they are. One will 
be named the day’s Best in Blow.

Yes

Bondi Vet: Coast to Coast Cottage Life 1 9

A top-rating vet show for the past decade, Bondi Vet has 
undergone a reboot to tap into the rich stories of animals 

across Australia. Featuring new vet practices, viewers will be 
welcomed into the lives of exotic animal expert Dr. Peter 

Ricci, emergency specialist Dr. Alex Hynes, private practice 
owner Dr. Lewis Hunt, Bondi local Dr. Kate Adams, graduate 
Dr. Danni Dusek and mobile vet sisters Dr. Alison Shen and 

Dr. Audrey Shen. 

Yes

Crazy Beautiful Weddings Makeful 1-2 10

Crazy Beautiful Weddings follows wedding planner Lynzie 
Kent and her team of DIYers in the day-to- day business of 

dreaming up and executing personalized celebrations. Unlike 
traditional wedding planners with their standard bag of tricks, 

Lynzie looks for inspiration in a couple’s love story and 
creates truly unique and jaw dropping experiences. Imagine 
being invited to a wedding where the room feels like an art 
installation and the party like a rock concert. Lynzie is not 

your cookie cutter event planner and you’ve just been invited 
to a one-of- a- kind wedding you will never forget! 

Yes

Great Blue Wild Love Nature 1-3 20

Exploring the beautiful underwater wonders of the Caribbean, 
this series follows local researchers and conservation 

warriors as they highlight the precious aquatic ecosystems of 
their homelands.

Yes

Holiday Makeover Makeful 1 3 Party Planners Denise, Adjoa and Alison create a custom 
themed party filled with desserts, decor and crafts. Yes

Landscape Artist of the Year: Canada Makeful 1 4

Hosted by Sook Yin Lee, this series has a diverses set of 
Canadian contestants go head to head, ready to capture a 
stunning landscape in just 4 hours. Who will impress the 

judges and win a top spot?

Yes Yes

Life Below Zero: Canada Cottage Life 1 8.5

The series follows a diverse group of people from different 
backgrounds, including indegenous Canadians, giving 

viewers an unfiltered glimpse into their rugged day-to-day 
activities that range from makeshift problem solving to 

traditional survival practices. 

Yes Yes



The Bryk Cottage Cottage Life 1 3
Designer Danielle Bryk is pulled in to take over the 

renovation and transformation of the family lake house, a 
project that is already over budget and behind schedule

Yes


